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1. Problem Definition
The thesis is focused, as indicated by the title, on Optimal Composition of International Equity
Portfolio. Such topic is actual and relevant for master thesis in Finance and can bring new findings
worthful for both theory and practice.
As indicated in the introductive section, the aim is relatively well defined, but it is unclear how the
thesis can contribute to the current knowledge of international equity investing, since the author starts
directly with the aim without any introduction to the general theme. Moreover, it is unclear what the
author means by “international” equity.
The general structure is in line with the specification.

2. Methodology
As indicated above, the proposed methodology is not sufficiently related to the current state of the art
of portfolio modelling and analysis (no recent journal papers). Moreover, it is unclear in which extent
the calculation procedure is correct (see below), since the author does not describe the calculation
procedure properly.

3. Results
The key results are provided in Chapter 4.
The strangest results are provided in portfolio B of Black’s model. The final wealth gets 1 157 times
as the initial value in the in-sample period despite that the initial investment into Tesla is only 3.9 and
its price increased over the period just a few times (and similarly for the second period). Moreover,
such strategy is very risky and because of significant decrease in price of Tesla at the beginning of
one of the periods, the investor’s account could be closed very shortly (the balance would reach zero
and the trader could not keep it without additional funds).
It follows that also the other results could be questionable.

The discussion during the defense should explain this point clearly.

4. Effective communication and formal requirements
The student fulfills basic requirement; the language is mostly understandable, though not perfect –
there are quite many minor issues, which sometimes make difficult to get the correct point.
The bibliography is very poor and does not include any journal paper (except one very old).
Curiously, the author put the journal into a separate list, which is another apparent formal mistake.
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